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Opportunity shouldn't be tied by existing policy
Objective view

Infrastructure becoming a political tool

Lifespan not defined

Recognises importance

As far as we can

Supports safeguarding

Reality

N Inf PLan

1. Contextual changes

Maintain and enhance

need to embrace in proposals
Challenge to standards

Aim is continued serviceability

Dft/HA changes in England

Build in, or seek to enhance flexibility
Review loads on a regular basis
Advise decision
But not make it automatically

Risk based approach

Output?

Supports longer term gameplan

8. =Paradigm shift in approach??

Recognise different component criticality

Existing infrastructure

2. Distinction

New infrastructure

Increased factor of safety
Ease of replacement

Supports longer term viewpoint

Cook report

Design these for .......
"Crisis"

If a repair, design repair for ease of replacement

3. Client mindset

Support with sensors where this supports
the longer term game plan

"Need/want to know"
"Nice to have"

Approach to codification
Challenge to standards

Approach to design

Useful to industry - short
Truly innovative - long

4. Time horizon for benefits

long term vision
Answer may be

outcome

staged progress towards

contributory outputs

Structure stock
Structures

120118_Structures
What is a project?

New view on lifespan

Components in structures
Educated viewpoint - using data collected to date

7. Influence on EPSRC

Infrastructure data being collected
Best use of data (becoming) available

Record keeping failure
Enfofrce with legislation

Real loading
Observation
Understanding real behaviour

Better dialogue

Costs to install

Focus on key areas
Drive out real questions
Apply developing techniques
Express in terms/benefits that will be
attractive to EPSRC & their reports

Analysis

Observation
Suggestion for focus group
6. Industry - Academia dialogue

5. Structural topics

Number of installations
structure

Practicalities of sensor use
Does it give you defined failure point for ...

component?
component level approach has benefits

Think more widely than "lowest cost"

Small forum to explore?

Whole life implications
New Procurement models

Serviceability of the structure
By maintaining the elements

More often that not ends up awarded on a cost basis
Educated client with good reason to justify otherwise
Influence on PI
Peripheral issues

Influence of commercial considerations
Influence of contract type (on solution)
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